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Gretchen and slade baby

Thank you to the good Lord above for the most precious gift we have ever received! new mom Gretchen Rossi has signed up for her daughter's social media debut Introducing Miss Skylar Gray! Gretchen Rossi and Slade Smiley's newborn daughter debuted on social media on her mom's Instagram account
Wednesday, exactly a week after her birth, in a series of photos taken in the hospital with her parents. Get push notifications with messages, features, and more. + Follow Thank you to the good Lord above for the most precious gift we have ever received! Our perfect little miracle!
, adds a proud new
mother. In her Wednesday caption, Rossi continues, explaining that she and Smiley, 50, took some time off social media to just bond and be with our little angel! My recovery was really difficult (I went back to the doctors to see if I fell into the stitch
), he shares. I cry every five seconds it seems, either wi
pain, hormones, or just pure bliss looking into her sweet little eyes! writes the former reality star. Breastfeeding 24/7 as well, but she has latched on well... thank God! RELATED VIDEO: She's here! RHOC Alum Gretchen Rossi and Slade Smiley Welcome Daughter Skylar Gray Rossi promised to share gluing
moments on her Instagram Story soon, revealing that the photos in her post were taken two hours after Skylar's birth on Wed July 10 at 10:57 am through the c-section of ❤️, after the little girl arrived weighing 7 lbs., 1 ounce, and measuring 20 inches long. Thank you to everyone who was patient and
understanding as I devoted my time to recovery and bonding with it, Rossi concludes. I love you all so much for your support and love for 3 of us! The heartwarming images come just one day after Rossi fired back against critics who were berating her for not posting a photo of her daughter after she was born
last week by caesarean section. In tuesday's post on her page, she directed followers to her Instagram Stories, where she shared her thoughts and told the heyter that they could suck it up. Rossi eventually told her haters to get off her hand if they planned to make funny, rude or false comments about why she
refrained from sharing photos of her daughter, and told them that their audacity in making those comments is quite frankly gross. She then urged critics not to follow her if they had a problem with her decision, and thanked those supporters who showed her support and kindness in this new chapter of her life.
For all of you who have left beautiful nice messages thank you from the bottom of my heart (for knowing my true heart) and giving us room to post on our own time while bonding with our girlfriend, she said, promising that photos would be uploaded soon. Skylar is the first Rossi and Smiley's longtime partner,
Smiley, multiple rounds of in vitro fertilization and reversal of vasectomy. Smiley is also the dad of sons Gavin and Grayson, from previous relationships. Skylar Gray entered the building! Get push notifications with messages, features, and more. + Follow Skylar is born and mom and baby are doing well,
Rossi's rep shares. After Skylar's arrival, Rossi shared the exciting news on Instagram. God is great!
Skylar Gray Smiley arrived safely into this world today! ❤️ most amazing &amp; emotional day of my life! I'm doing well as well of course I have some pain from the C section, but it was all so
worth it! Wrote. Details and pics coming soon! But for now just focusing on Sky and taking care of it. Thank you all for your prayers and love today! ❤️ I love you! The couple's newborn daughter joins big brothers Gavin and Grayson, smiley's two sons from previous relationships. Rossi, 41, and Smiley first
revealed their pregnancy to Doctors in December, which they achieved after reversing a vasectomy on smiley parts and multiple rounds of in vitro fertilization (IVF). It's been a long road to motherhood for the former Bravo and Smiley personality, who celebrated 10 years together last February. We knew we had
to go through IVF in order to get pregnant, Rossi previously told PEOPLE. We went through the IVF round and in this round we had 14 embryos that came out of it. We were so excited and just beyond ecstatic about the results. We were just beyond devastated. I couldn't even get out of bed because you just
go from thinking so high over the next 24 hours that you'll be pregnant to lose everything and lose 14 embryos. It was really hard for me and Slade to get out of it, Rossi admitted. RELATED VIDEO: RHOC Alum Gretchen Rossi Details Fight Against IVF: We're currently awaiting a result But the pair continue to
push forward - and it paid off. As the then mom-to-be told people, There was a roller coaster of excitement through it and I don't want to pretend, especially for all the couples out there going through it, it's not an easy journey – it really isn't. Yes, we have definitely grown up through this, thank God. Rossi and
Smiley, 50, revealed the gender of their baby in February at an extravagant bash held in Laguna Hills, California. Guests were greeted with extravagant decorations, including lots of floral arrangements and pink and blue balloons, enjoying pink and blue desserts and plenty of champagne. After mingled with
guests and enjoying snacks, Rossi (dressed in a pink and blue dress) and Smiley, dressed in a pink shirt under a grey jacket, stood in front of a sign that read [Twinkle, Twinkle] Little Star, How We Wonder What You Are for the big scene, where the couple on their departments to reveal clouds of pink smoke
and confetti. Among the gourmets spreading was a huge variety of desserts - the centerpiece of them was a six-level wedding cake in shades of pale pink and white, with a golden crown on top. But, as Rossi teased the crowd even though there was an ordained pastor at the party, she and Smiley won't turn it
into a wedding. We don't get married, I hate to burst the bubble, she said. Yes, my dress is white. We thought about it for a very small second, and then I thought, Wouldn't it be fun to have another big party?. Rossi revealed to fans on Tuesday that she would be going to a scheduled caesarean section the next
day, explaining that after a really difficult day after Monday's visit to the doctor, she, Smiley and her doctors made the very difficult decision that having a C-section would be safest for both her and the baby. The doctor said I was only extended to 1cm and I think I have a cervix made of steel
so it's not really
working together at this point and only my pelvic exam yesterday was so beyond painful that I almost fainted and then started hyperventilated because of it, which then lead to a panic attack! Needless to say, I was a hot mess! she wrote. Then the mom-to-be said that ultimately, the C-section would be much
less stress on herself and the baby - but that doesn't mean that changing plans was easy for her. When you have this vision of how you want your work and delivery to go and it doesn't turn out [the] way you imagined it, there's this sadness and internal struggle with why not my body working together or I'm
making the right decision etc. She said. Baby Skylar Gray is making big moves! Real Housewives of Orange County alumni Gretchen Rossi and Slade Smiley's nearly 1-year-old daughter is already walking, and the whole family is very excited about the new milestone. Gretchen recounted skylar's latest feat in
an Instagram post on July 7, where she noticed that the tot was actually taking steps since she was just 10 months old! So I haven't gotten a chance to share this amazing milestone for our little girl yet, but Sky has taken her first steps at the age of 10 months and just days before her first birthday she's a
walking machine! Gretchen proudly explained. A RHOC mom shared adorable footage of Skylar learning to walk around the house, showing how she got to a place where she can balance herself so well and get up and go now! Gretchen noticed that Skylar was so strong and well balanced and had no
problem navigating the dense grass she encountered on the lake. Gretchen films a common Skylar show at every stage of her learning to walk a trip, from her first shaky stumbles a short distance to her fully on the other side of the grass. She's growing so fast! I just love sharing all your milestones with you
and appreciate the love and support we receive from all of you! Gretchen looked through. Walking isn't the only thing Skylar has done this summer before she turn 1 on July 10. She went swimming for the first time in May, and absolutely loved the water! The Daily Dish is your source for all things Bravo, from
behind-the-scenes scoop to breaking news, exclusive interviews, photos, original videos and, oh, much more. Sign up for The Daily Dish podcast, join our Facebook group, and follow us on Instagram for the latest news from the press. Sign up to become Bravo Insider and be the first to get exclusive extras.
After years of undergoing difficult and painful IVF treatments to conceive a baby together, Gretchen Rossi and her partner, Slade Smiley, welcomed their daughter Skylar Gray Smiley into the world on July 10. The Real Housewives of Orange County ałun was very open about the couple's difficulties on a long
trip to Skylar, including the loss of 14 embryos in the first round of IVF and postpartum depression that followed after birth. And now that the baby is here, she's also generous about sharing skylar's savvy peeks on social media. But not all are perfectly posing photos of mom and me - Gretchen often talks about
the makeup-free and messy realities of being a new parent on Instagram, which #MomLife hashtag. She made a checklist of what she experiences, which includes: Home is a mess. Exhausted without sleep. Delirious. No makeup. Hair in a bun. Sweatpants. The laundry is piling up. He barely survived. I can't
remember what the day is. I can barely remember my name. Raising a toddler is definitely difficult and exponential, so when it's the first time, so it's great that Gretchen isn't sugarcoating the obstacles that many mothers face after giving birth. Despite the difficulties, Gretchen is grateful for the angel's perfect
child. Looks like she has her dad's red-tinged tresses! Skylar is already in the Halloween spirit (and helped her mom create direct porch decorations!). Happy three months, Skylar Gray! The Daily Dish is your source for all things Bravo, from behind-the-scenes scoop to breaking news, exclusive interviews,
photos, original videos and, oh, much more. Sign up for The Daily Dish podcast, join our Facebook group, and follow us on Instagram for the latest news from the press. Sign up to become Bravo Insider and be the first to get exclusive extras. Add-ons.
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